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Resumo - O Problema de Dimensionamento de Lotes em
Sistemas de Montagem Multi-Estágio com custos que variam
no tempo é considerado. O problema é formulado como um
Programa Linear Inteiro Misto que permite uma decomposição
através de métodos de Relaxação Lagrangeana. O problema
Lagrangeano, co~binado com-otlmizã,ção por subgradiente; (or'nece limites inferiores que são utilizados em um algoritmo de
Branch-and-Bound. Testes computacionais most-ram que, embora a convergência do algoritmo possa ser lenta para o caso de
custos gerais, um~8ólução 6tima pode ser rapidamente determinada no caso de custos"de-preparação .ecustos unitários de
produção que não aumentàm-ao :longo do tempo.

Abstract - The Lot-Sizing Problem in Multi-Stage Manufacturing Assembly Systems with time-varying costs is considered. The problem is formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program that permits decoIIl:position through Lagrangian Relaxation. The LagranghLn pro~lem_~onibiIled with subgradient
optimization provides lower boun~s th(1.t are used in a Branchand-Bound algorithm. Computational tests show that, while an
optimalsolution is difficult to achieve within reasonable time in
the general costs case, an optimàlsolution -is quickly found in' the case of setup and unit production :costs thàt do not increase
over time.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Material Requirements Planning (MRP) is widely used
in the batch manufacture of products in multi-stage assembly systems. MRP takes into account the component
structure of each- product to determine a plan for the production of alI components over a given planning horizon.
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One of the limitations of MRP is that when production
and inventory costs are taken into considerationit is through the use of single-stage lot-sizing methods such as
the optimal Wagner-Within algorithm (Wagner & Within,
1958; Wagner, 1960), or heuristics ..such.~ (Silver & Meal,
1973), (De, Matties, 19~8) or .(Groff, 1979). Such methods
are applied to one component stage' at a time and do not
consider the impact of costs at predecessor stages. Since
a component's demand depends on.the lot-:sizes of its successor component stages, the lot-sizing decisions at a given
stage should ideally simult~neously consider all component
stages. This is a Multi-Stage Lot-Sizing (MSLS) problem.
-The MSLS probleID.- has received considerable research
attention in the last twenty years. A recent review can
be found in (Bahl et alli, 1987). Several heuristic approaches (McLaren & Whybark, 1976; Graves, 1981; Black.:. burn & Millen, 1982; Mentakis, 1987) have been developed
with some good results, particulary in (Afentakis, 1987),
being obtained in reasonable computing time. ln contrast optimal solutions have proved' to be, much more elusive. Optimal approaches include Dynà~ic Programming
and/or Networks (Zangwill, 1969; Cro~ston et alli, 1973;
Crowston& Wagner, 1973; Steinberg & Napier, 1980) and
Branch-and-Bound (Crowston & Wagner, 1973; Schwarz
& Schrage, 1975; Mentakis et alli, 1984), but these are
often either res tricted to special cases such as constant
d~mand over an infinlte horizon (Crowston et all~ 1973;
Schwarz & Schràge, 1975) and near-sérial systems (Zangwill, 1969; Crowston ~- Wagner, 1973), or are computatio, nally feasible only for small problems (Steinberg & Napier,
1980). However MeJita,kis, Gavish and Karmarkar (1984)
were able to find optimal solutions in reasonable computing
time for non-serial assembly systems of medium size with
time-constant- costs, using Branch-and-Bound with lower
bounds obtained via Lagrangean Relaxation. This paper
attempts a similarapproach for the more general case of
time-varying costs.

2.

THE MODEL

such that

Our coilcern is to plan the production in discrete lots of
a simple item and its components over a planning horizon of T periods. We must decide in which periods we will
produce which components and what the corresponding
production lot sizes will be. A decision to produce a lot in
a period will incur a fixed setup cost and a unit production cost. Components may be held in inventory from one
period to the next in which case a unit stock holding cost
will be incurred. A component's costs are allowed to differ
bet.een periods. We assume that a component produced
in a period -iS available for consumption in the same period,
that there are no capacity constraints on the amount produced, and that there is no initial stock of the item and its
components. Our objective is to find a plan that minimizes
the total of setup, production and inventory costs over the
planning horizon.
Before specifying the model, let us label the item's components from 1 to N such that if component i uses comPOnent i then i < i. The end-item is labelled 1. The component structure of the item can be represented byan acyclic
graph. ln this paper we consider only assembly structure
and so the acyclic graph is a tree with the end-item as its
"root" .
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where
lot-size of component i in period t .
inventory of component i at the end of period t .
setupcost of component i in period t
Sit =
unit
production cost of component i in period t'
Cit =
unit inventory cost applied to I
hst=
d,= end-item demand in period t
.M#= an upper bound on Xit

Xit =
, Iit =

This is a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) with
NT 0/1 variables and we will attempt a Branch-and-Bound
(B&B) approach to solving' it to optimality. Sections 3
and 4 describe respectively the lower and upper bounding
procedures used at each B&B node; section 5 explains the
.B&B separation strategy; section 6 considers the special
case of costs that do not increase over time; while finally
section 7 reports on our computational experience.
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THE NODE LOWER BOUNDING PROCEDURE

Define E it , the echelon stock of component i at the end
of period t, as
E it = I it

+ ri,.(i) E';(i),t =

I it

+

'L

Piilit

iER(i)

Figure 1

Denote s(i) as the immediate successor component to
component i, R(i) as the set of alI successors to i, P(i) as
the set of immediate predecessors of i, and Q(i) as the set of
all predecessors of i. Thius, in Figure I, s(5) = 2, R(5) =
{1,2}, P(2) = {4,5, 6}, and Q(l) = {2, 3, 4,5,6, 7}. Let
ri,.(i) be the number of units (not necessarily integer) of
component i needed by one unit of component s(i). Then
oUrmodel can be fonnulated as
N

-min

T

LL
i=1 t=1

[Sit Yit

+ Cit Xit + hst I it ] .

where Pii = TIk rk,.(k) and the product TIk is over all com~
ponents k on the path from component i to component i,
excluding component i itself. i.e., Pii is the quantity of
component i in one unit of component i.
The echelon stockEit is the total system stock of component i at the end of period t, both as a stand-alone component (Iit ) and as part of successor components

L

Piilit

iER(i)

Echelon stock is a useful analytically simplifying concept
because, whereas the amount of conventional stock I it depends not only upon the lot-size of component i but also
upon the lot-sizes of the components i in R(i), the amount
of echelon stock depends only upon the lot-size of component i (and, of course, the ever-present 'no-stockout'
constraints). The echelon stock concept was introduced
SBA:. Controle & Automação
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by Clark and Scarf (1960) and has been used by a number
of authors (Crowston et alli, 1973; Crowston & Wagner,
1973; Schwarz & 'Schrage, 1975; Afentakis etall~ 1984).
ToEit we can attach a unit echelon stock holding cost
defined as
'
eit '=

~t

E

-

sueh that
i = 1 .. ·N '

t=l .. ·T
i=l .. ·N
t= l· .. T

riihit

iEP(i)

Xit

It can be shown that
T

N

T

N

E Ehitlit = EEeitEit
t=1i=1

t=1i=1

i= l···N
t = l·" .. T

~ O; É it ~ O; Yit = Oor 1;,

where {'\it ~ O I i == 2··· N; t = 2··· T} is the ve~tor,'~f
Lagrangian Multipliers. Z.o('\) deco~pos~s 'intÇ! N' separatesingle-Ievel lo~-sizing problems, one. io~~ach compo:.
nent i, each of which canbe restated as
'>

i.e. tqat eit is the unit holding cost of Eit. The cost eit Can
be viewed as the unit! holdiJig cost, per period of the value
added at the processing of component i which had not been
added in the processing of its predecessor components, Le.
eit is the unit cost per period' for the delay of the receipt
of this added vaiue. '
The MILP can be refonnuláted in tems of echelon stock
as follows:
,
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t = l···T
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t = l···T
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A proof that the two formulations are equivalent can
be found in (Afentakis et all~ 1984). Note that the 'echelon stock fonnulation consists of N separate single-Ievel
lot-sizing problems (one per component) which would be
independent ·were it not for t,~e constraints:

i=2···N
t~ l···T
which are mer~ly
the constraint~ .
.
'

i~2···N

t= l···T
expressed in tenns of echelon stock. The echelon stock"reformulation suggests the relaxation of the constraints (.)
into the objective function to provide a Lagrangian problem whose value is a lower bound on the MILP (Fisher,
1981). The Lagrangian problem is
N

ZD (,\)

=min

(SitYit +'CitXit,

+ eitEit) +

i=1 t:::;:l
N

T

+ E E '\it
, i=2 t=i" .
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Eit

= Pildt

Xit ~ Mit Yit
Xit ~ O;

Eit ~ O;

t = 1··· T

t = 1 ... T

Yit ~ O or 1;'

t = 1 ... T

where '\U = O for t = 1··· T in Z1D('\1)'

The coefticient of Eit may sometimes be negative (because of the - '\it tenn), but' the holding cost function is
linear. Production costs are concave andso, as Denardo
(1982) shows, for all i = 1··· N there exists at least one
optimal80lution to ZiD('\i) for which Ei,t-1Xit = O for all
t = 1··· T. Thus we may use the time-varying costs version of the Wagner-Whitin (W-W) algorithm (Wagner &
Whitin, 1958; Wagner, 1960) to solve ZU>('\i).
.
At a given node of the B&B tree some of the Y" are fixed
at either, O or 1 and the rest are free. ln periods t for which
Yit is fixed at O, production is forbidden and this can be
forced by setting Sit to infinity inside the W-W algorithm.
ln periods t for which Yit is fixed at 1, the setup cost Sit is
always incurred in which case Sit can be set to zero inside
the W-W algorithm and the original value of 8it added to
the W-W solution. An example of such cost modifications
is given at the end of section 4.
A lower bound at the node is given bi the d~al
N

ZD('\)

= L: ZiD('\i)
i=1

T

LE

+ Xit -

[n;'(i)E'(i),t - Eitl
"
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, We attempt to increase'the valué of D (,\) "at t,he ~od~by,'
iterating a fixed number of times on '\, using' subgradient
optimization with the modifications proposed by Camerini,
Fratta and Maftioli (19'75).

4.

and add the quantity 8U + 812 + 832 to the sum of
the costs of the W-W solutions.

THE NODE UPPER BOUNDING AND IN- .
CUMBENT UPDATING PROCEDURE

The upper bound at a node is used in the determination
of the step size in the lower bound subgradient optimiza-.
tion. ln addition, if the node upper bound is less than the
incumbent value, then the upper bound becomes the new
incumbente The upper bound is chosen to be the better of
the fol1owing two methods:
1. Use the Wagner & Within (W-W) algorithm at the
end-item leveI and a lot-for-Iot policy at component
leveI. Thus at the B&B root node the modified enditem costs· used in period t in the W-W algorithm
are
N

N

8U = L 8it; êu

= LPilCit;
i=l

i=l

At B&B nodes 2, 3,4, ... the modified costs used in
period t in the application oí the W-W algorithm to
the end-item depend on the value oI Yu as fol1ows:

• if Yu is fixed at O then the modifiedend-item
costs in period t are
8U = infinity; êu = irrelevant;

hu

= hu

• if Yu is fixed at 1 or is free then the modified
end-item costs in period t are calculated taking
into account that, for any t, if Yu is fixed at O
then the production of component i in period tis
prohibited and any desired "lot-for-Iot" production of component i and its predecessors must
be anticipated. For example, with N = T = 3,
8(2) = 1, 8(3) = 2, then when Y22 and Y33 are fixed at O we use the fol1owing modified end-item
costs:
8U = 8U

+ 821 + 831

+ 823 + 832
ê u = Cu + P21 C21 + P31 C31
hu = h u
ê 12 = C12 + P21 (C21 + h 2 I) + P31 C31
h21 = h 12
ê 13 = C13 + P23 C23 + P32 (C32 + h 32 ) 11. 13 = h 13
813

=

813

2. Use the W- W algorithm on the end-itern and components 2,3, ... ,N in that order with a component's
demand being dependent on the lot-sizes of its immediate successor componente Setup costs are adjusted
in the rnanner described at the end of section 4. Thus
in periods t for which Yit is fixed at O 8it is set to infinity inside the W- W algorithm. ln periods t for
which Yit is fixed at 1, 8it is set to zero inside the
W-W algorithm and the original value of 8it added
to the W-W solution. For example, with N = T = 3,
8(2) = 1, 8(3) = 2~ then when Y22 and Y33 are fixed
at O and Yu, "Y12 and Y32 are fixed At 1 then we use
the fol1owing modified cost~:
8U
821

=

= O

821

831 = 831

êit

= Cit

and ~t

õ.

THE NODE SEPARATION STRATEGY

Our separation strategy is to always separate that node
with the least lower bound. We favoured this strategy over
"depth first" because initial evidence showed that it probably leads more rapidly to an optimal 80lution and because it provides tighter guarantees of the distance from
optimality of the incumbent if the B&B search has to be
prematurely terminated (for exarnple, when the procedure
is used heuristically on large problems).
When a node is separated on a given Yit variable, then
one of its two child nodes fixes Yit at the 0/1 value present in the best lower bound W-W solution of the parent
node. This first child node will have the sarne lower bound
as the parent node if the sarne Lagrangian rnultipliers ~
are used. The other child node wil1 fix Yit at the 0/1 value contrary to that in the lower bound W-W solution of
the parent node. This second child node wil1 have a lower
bound at least as large as that of the parent node if the
sarne Lagrangian Multipliers are used. When we iterate
on the Lagrangian Multiplier values at both child nodes,
then both lower bounds may increase, although in our computational experiments the lower bound of the first child
node very often did not increase after the fixed number
of subgradient iterations. our variable separation strategy
assumes that, on the whole, the second child node will· not
only still have the larger lower bound, but will also tend
to retain its rank position (among all Yit) in the size of the
gap between the lower bounds of the two child nodes. The
reason for this assumption is that, given the parent node to
be separeted, our strategy chooses to separate on. that Yit
variable which gives the highest second-child-node lower
bound using the parent node Lagrangian Multipliers. This
strategy provides maximurn fathoming possibilities (both
now and if a better incumbent is found) at as high a leveI
as possible. To implement the strategy we could identify
that Yit which gives the highest second-child-node lower
bound by calculating this lower bound for alI free Yit. This
would be very laborious and very little effort we can guess
at "such a Yit by using the folIowing rule: Separate on Yit
where

it* = arg ~ax

(.,t) {

= infinity

832 =

= ~t

O

for i

823= 823
833

= infinity

= 1,2,3 and t = 1,2,3

I

is a free variable and equal
}
Yit to zero in the lower bound W-W
solution at the present node

H all free variables are set to 1 in the lower bound W-W
solution then we use the fol1owing alternative rule: Separate on yit where
it* = arg max

822

8it

(i,t) {

8it

I

is a free variable and equal
}
Yit to one in the lower bound W-W
solution at the present node

H Yit is fixed at O, then this low setup cost cannotbe
taken advantage of, hence increasing the lower bound.
SBA: Controle & Automação
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H we reach an° end-node at the bottom of the B&B tree,
then all the Yit are fixed and wehave a large Linear Program (LP) which is timeconsl:lming to solve by primaI
methods. Since no duality gap exists (in contrast to nonend-nodes) ,we can continue to approach the LP solution
value from below through the Lagrangian Relaxation lower bounding .procedure, stopping after a certain number
of subgradient iterations if the node has not been félthomed.
We found from experience that the end-node upper bound
in many cases gives the LP so'lution value. Thus we can often closely approach the LP solution value from above and
below with considerably less additional effort than directly solving the LP using the primaI simplex method. The
disadvantage of this method is that it is possible that at
some end-nodes we end up with upper and lower bounds
that. are some distance apart. H an end-node solutionvalue is substancially more than the MILP's solution value,
then the end-node will eventually be fathomed through its
lower bound. However when an end-node solution value, is
optimal or near-optimal, then the end-node might never be
fathomed, depending on the tightness of its lower bound.
Our B&B strategy could in some cases never decisively
conclude its search for the optimal solution, but instead
would terminate by presentingthe incumbent solution and
a list ofend-nodes,all candidates for the optimal solution
and all with very similar lower bounds. We have not yet
investigatedthe tradeoff between the advantage of not having to solve end-node LPs exactly and the disadvantage
of terminating with perhaps more than one candidate optimal solution. The nature of the tradeoff depends of course
on the efliciency of the method used to solve the end-node
LPs.

6.

THE CASE OF NON-INCREASING PRODUCTIONCOSTS

The above general separation strategy provides optimal
solutions within feaaihle computing time for problems with
up to about five components over 12 time periods. However
there exists a special case where we are able to arrive at
optimalsolutions withinfeasible computing time for larger
problems than in the general case. The special case is
that of component setup and unit produetion costs that
are non-increasing over time (for example, costs incurred
in the future that are discounted to present values). It has
been shown (Crowston & Wagner, 1973) that in this case
there exists an optimal solution such that
Xit

> O implies

Xa(i),t

>O

i= l···N
t = l .. ·T

Ya(i),t

= 1

i= l .. ·N
t= l .. ·T

or equivalently
Yit

= 1 implies

Thus component i produces in period t only if its successor component is also produced. We can adjust our
separation strategy to search for such an optimal solution.
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H_we choose to separate on Yit then' at the node which fixes Yit at 1 we can aIso fix Yjt at 'I for all successors to
component i. Hence we choose to separate on Yit where
it* = arg ~axEs;twhere the.sumE,,- is overthe set

, (.,t)
, '.

{

i

E

R(i)

I

Yit

,

'

ia free and equal to zero in the w-w
lower bound 801ution at the parent ~ode

..

}

ln words, we try to force up as much aspossIble the
lower bound of the node at which Yit is fixed at 1, as in our
strategy for the general costs case. If all free variables are
set to 1in the lower bound W- Wsolution then we search
for a free Yit starting at as high a leveI as possible in the
product structuretree and then with as large avalue of t
as possible. Fixing this Yit to O we can aIso fix Y,,-t to O for
all free Y,,-t s,uch that i E Q(i), the set of ali predecessor
components of i, thusdepriving the W-W lower bound
solution of the opportunity of using the setup costs Sjt for
ali i E Q(i). The variable Yit is chosen at as high a levei
as possible in the product structure' tree so as to maximize
the number of additional components that can be fixed at
O, and then with as large avalue of t as possible so as to
minimize the Sit values.

'1.

COMPUTATIONAL TESTS

The computational tests were programmed in C and exe'cuted on an 80286-based microcomputer with a mathematical coprocessor.
For the general time-varying costs case, we experimented with items with N = S and N = 10 components over a
12-period planning horizon (we were unable to experiment
with morecomplex items due to a scarcity of computing
time). For each item S runs were carried out using data
randomly sampled from the following probability distributions:sit .from U(O, 1000), 1JCit from U(0.S,2.0), eit from
U(0.1,O.4), and de from U(0,2000). Without loss.. of generality, we set ri,a(i) = 1 for i =2, ... , N.
For the case of costs that do' not increas~ over time,
15 runs each were carried out on items with N = 5, 10,
15,and 20 components. oí each set of 'IS runs, 5 runs
were carried out on a totally serial product structure with
s(i) = i - I for i = 2, ... , N (Le. with NleveIs), '5 runs
on an almost flat structure with s(í)- = i 'for i = 2, ... , N
(i.e. with just two leveIs), and 5 runs on atypical intermediate structure. The eit and' dt datá. were randomly
sampled from U(O.I, 0.4) and U(O, 2000) respectively as in
the general costs case. However only the period,l production costs Sil and 1JCil were randomly sainpled, with the
subsequent costs for periods t = 2, ... , N being calculated
as Sit = pt-l sil and tJCit = pt-ltJCil respectively, where
p < 1 is a per.period discount factor. ..In order to retain
comparability with the data of the general costs case, Sil
and tJCil were sampled from U(SOO, 1000) aild U(1.0, 2.0)
respectively and p = 0.95 was used.

ln alI tests, 200 subgradient iterations were carried out
during the lower bounding procedure at the root B&B node
(where ali y" are free). At subsequent nodes 20 ~ubgra
dient iterations were performed, beginning with the best
Lagrangian multipliers Áit inherited from the parent node.
At the B&B end-nodes, 100 iterations were performed in
order to arrive close to the end-nodes's primaI solution.

Figure 2 shows the test results for the general costs case.
Note that only once was the optimal solution obtained in
reasonable computing time. ln the other 9 tests, the B&B
search process had to be prematurely terminated after several hours leaving us with an incumbent solution whose
guaranteed precision was still a mean two percentage points
away from optimality having increased by only one percentage 'point on average.

% Precision
1st Incumbent

LeveIs

Cmpts

0.641.88
4.41
3.00
2.47
2.65
3.25
3.25
4.63
3.91

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10

ln contrast Figure 3 shows the remarkable improvement
in the case of non-increasing discounted production costs.
The initial incumbent solution was on average within 0.17%
of optimality and always within 1% of optimality. ln addition about 3 times out of 4 the root node lower bound
was the value of the optimal solution. ln other words there
seems to exist no duality gap in the discounted costs case.
The result is that an optimal solution is found very quickly.
These observations make it diflicult to judge the utility of
our separation strategy that was derived from the characterization of an ,optimal solution. Certainly the strategy
caused the immediate fathoming of many brother nodes,
leading the B&B seach rapidly to an optimal solution..However a strategy that is simpler to implement, such as that
in thé gene~al costs case, might also lead to an optimal solution after the same number of nodes and perhaps in less
CPU time.

% Precision
LastIncumbent
zero
1.36
3.41
2.34
0.94
1.30
3.20
0.20
3.97
3.11

B&B

Time

nodes
57
857
1209
1187
1256
967
949
1145
931
893

340
5110
7216
7053
7381
10821
10800
10810
10810
10801

- The optimal solution had the same value as the lower bound of the root node, i.e. no duality gap existed
Figure 2. Test Results with General Production Costs

Cmpts
5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15
20
20
20

LeveIs
2
3
5
2
4
10
2
5
15
2
6
20

% Mean Precision

Mean no. of

of 1st Incumbent

B & B nodes
46
74
50
146
83
158
275
124
91
208
150
102

0.20
0.33
0.05
0.43
0.14
0.18
0.22
0.21
0.03
0.27
0.07
0.01

Mean
Time
217
335
219
1668
809
1008
6005
2179
1359
5691
3061
1913

Figure 3. Test Results with Discounted Production Costs
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8.

CONCLUSION

Taking into account that the tests were carried out on
a microcomputer, it is difficult to compare our computing
times in the discounted costs case with the best results in
the literature, namely those of Afentakis et aI (1984) who
eonsidered only the constant costs case and programmed
in Fortran on :an IBM 3032 machine. Given the recognized
eomplexity of MSLS problems (Bahl et alli, 1987) and the
fact that each 20-component problem above has 240 zeroone variables, our discounted costs results are encour~ging
and deserve more extensive testing on a faster computer.
The results of the general costs case are not so encouraging
and constitute a continuing challenge.
Several issues need further investigation. First, under
what cireumstances does no duality gap exist? A Branchand-Bound search is unnecessary if we know previously
that there is no duality gap to dose. Secondly, why did
our upper bounding procedure produce such good bounds
in the discounted ease compared to the relatively loose
bounds it gave in the general costs case. Tighter upper
bounds could signifieant1y improve the performance of our
general eosts strategy by more rapidly pushing down the
value of the incumbent sohition. Finally, as discussed in
section 5, an effieient method to solve the end,;;node LPs
should be developed in order to avoid terminating the B&B
search with candidate optimal solutions only.

9.
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